
August 22, 2023 

 

Georgina Point Maritime  

2507 Crystalview Dr. 

Victoria, BC 

V9B 6M8 

 

Dear Rob and Gina Gray: 

It is our pleasure to provide this letter of recommendation. 

In August 2023, my wife and I purchased our new vessel “Tynea H”, a Lyndell 38.  This vessel was a 

significant upgrade in size for us and was located in North Vancouver.  Our home port is Prince Rupert 

(PRRYC) and therefore we started looking into relocation and boat handling services.  In our search, 

Georgina Point Maritime came highly recommended and we reached out to them.  Specifically, we ask 

for boat relocation from North Vancouver to Port Hardy with my wife and I on board.  Our expectation 

was that we could go over basic boat handling including docking and anchoring.  Once in Port Hardy we 

would continue the journey and take “Tynea H” home to PRRYC. 

After 3 days and nights we can in full confidence say we got all we were looking for and more from 

Georgina Point Maritime.  Captains Rob and Gina thoroughly went through the working fundamentals of 

our boats systems, navigation, radio, and autopilot.  We went over the majority of the boat’s features 

and we worked on good start up and monitoring practices, checking oils, filters and sea strainers.  Our 

boat handing included, anchoring, docking, safety, passage planning, navigating through fog, fuel 

consumption and we even conducted a MOB drill.  At all times their services were highly professional, 

well structured, and clear.  They know boating! 

The three days and nights we spent with Rob and Gina was not only valuable but very enjoyable and 

would recommend Georgina Point Maritime services to anyone. 

We carried on our trip successfully and brought “Tynea H” to PRRYC with several follow up phone calls 

and text from Rob and Gina looking out for us, thanks again Rob and Gina! 

 

Sincerely,  

Jeff and Cindy Holland  

 


